JOB REFERENCE:

123-SJS1031

JOB TITLE:

ROYAL AIR FORCE - APPRENTICE

EMPLOYER:

GOING PLACES LTD

LOCATION:

SALISBURY

SALARY:

£15000 pro rata per annum

WORKING HOURS:

40hrs during an average week

DESCRIPTION
The Royal Air Force (RAF) is a highly technical and well-trained arm of our defence
forces. This leaflet tells you something about the different jobs and levels of entry –
from few academic qualifications to degree level.
The popular image of the RAF is of a pilot leaping into a jet and blasting off into the
sky to battle with intruders in our airspace! In fact, of course, there are far more
people on the ground working to keep that plane in the air than there are pilots to fly
it. The main role of the RAF is to defend our country. It also runs search and rescue
missions in Britain and helps with military, disaster relief and peacekeeping
operations overseas.
There are more than 50 careers available in the RAF.

DUTIES TO INCLUDE
You’ll provide specialist support in one of the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aircrew, including non-commissioned aircrew and weapon systems operators
Engineering and technical roles like aircraft technician
Catering and hospitality jobs like catering officer
Security and defence in areas like firefighting and the RAF police
Medical and medical support work in dental, nursing, medical and laboratory
roles
Personnel support, including administration and training
Air operations support, like air traffic controllers
Communications and intelligence roles like photographer and intelligence
analyst
Logistics and equipment, including driver and supply officer roles

SKILLS REQUIRED
•
•
•
•

the ability to work well in a team
self-discipline and a sense of duty
adaptability
to be prepared to accept limits on your personal freedom.

PERSONAL QUALITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

courageous and self-disciplined
reliable and adaptable
responsible
able to follow orders and work in a team
able to react quickly
able to remain calm under pressure and work in dangerous situations
practical and interested in technical matters.

QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED
The lowest age for entry is 16 - although it is higher for some specialised jobs. You
can start applying at 15 years and 9 months. The upper age limit on entry to service
for some jobs can be 33, but is often higher, e.g. 47. For some trades you need few
formal qualifications, but for most technical and medical trades you have to have a
certain number of GCSEs at grade 4 or C, or higher (or equivalent) - English
language, maths and science are often specified subjects. Check entry
requirements carefully.

Please send your CV, Application Form and a covering letter to:
Mrs Chloe Newton
Going Places Ltd
37 Guild Street
London
EC3R 9EH
Quoting Job Reference.

